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PURPOSE
The walk-along study is intended to identify what visitors notice as they walk between their cars
and the Exploratorium. More specifically, it looks at:
• the types of objects visitors notice,
• the types of relationships visitors notice, with a particular focus on change over time
• any connections visitors made between what they see inside and outside the
Exploratorium.
In addition, the study looks at areas that visitors had positive and those that visitors had
negative reactions to. This was done to identify spaces we may have difficulty persuading
visitors to explore as well as those that visitors already find appealing.
This study complements findings from the Noticing Tours with information about visitors’
noticing habits outside of our interventions. We hope to better understand what attracts visitors’
attention around the Exploratorium to inform the focus for exhibits at the Palace of Fine Arts
(PFA).
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METHOD
• An evaluator recruited people either as they walked from the Lair Lot to the entrance of the
Exploratorium or as they were leaving the Exploratorium according to the following
schedule:
- 10:30 – 12:15 (parking lot to Exploratorium)
- 12:45 – 2:30 (alternate between parking lot to Exploratorium and Exploratorium to
parking lot)
- 2:45 – 4:30 (Exploratorium to parking lot)
•
•
•

•

We encouraged the entire visitor group to share what they noticed as they walked between
the parking lot and the Exploratorium.
We noted what they said and where they said it on a map of the area. See Appendix A.
As much as possible, we tried to capture what visitor groups would notice on their own
during this walk and tried not to direct their attention to anything in particular. If they lapsed
into silence, the evaluator asked them: what are you thinking? So, anything that you notice?
At the end of the walk, we asked visitors a few follow-up questions about what they noticed
and any connections they may have noted between what they saw inside and outside during
the walk. See Appendix B for the interview questions.

DATA
•

N=39

•

Group Type
Type
Family group

29 (74%)

Adult peer group

9 (23%)

Single adult

1 (3%)

Total
•

Count

39 (100%)

Groups interviewed when entering versus leaving
Entering versus
Leaving

Count

Entering

21 (54%)

Leaving

18 (46%)

Total

39 (100%)
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•

Data collection times
Date

Day

Count

5/1/2004

Saturday

11

5/2/2004

Sunday

10

5/8/2004

Saturday

7

5/9/2004

Sunday

11

RESULTS
What did visitors notice?
We coded the transcript of what visitors said during their walk-along into the types of objects
they noticed and the types of relationships they noted. We started with categories that we
developed from an earlier study with Noticing Tools. This allowed us to begin to define a
consistent set of categories that can be applied to different sites allowing for comparisons
across location and situations. When necessary, we also added to the category list; these
additions are noted below.
We also looked at visitors’ responses to the post-walk interview questions. These questions
were designed to take a more targeted look at what they noticed that was particularly striking or
that they found curious. Visitors’ responses are listed here as well.

Types of Objects
•

Table 1 lists the types of objects we coded for in visitor transcripts and tallies the number of
groups that noticed an object belonging to each category during their walk.
−

Light and air (i.e. wind) are phenomena that are called out in the Outdoor Exploratorium
Proposal. However, only 18% of the visitors noticed these types of phenomena during
their walk. (Light and wind fall under ‘Weather’ in our coding scheme)

−

Water, which is another phenomenological foci of this project, likewise, was infrequently
mentioned, with less than 15% of the visitors ever describing water during their walk.
This, however, may simply be due to the fact visitors did not encounter water in that area
outside the Exploratorium.

−

Appendix D shows where visitors noticed which type of object during their walk-along.

−

Fisher’s Exact Test showed no significant difference between visitors leaving and visitors
arriving in noticing any of the object categories we coded for.
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Table 1. Object Categories and Tally
Count
Object Category

Examples

(out of 39
visitor groups)

Infrastructure
(includes modes of
transportation)

Cars, bikes, building, fence, dumpster, fog horn, freeway,
garbage can, doors, ground, curbs, lighting, paint, parking,
asphalt, freeway, traffic

37 (95%)

Flora

Leaves, trees, stump, flowers, grass

33 (85%)

Litter/ Trash*

Garbage, cigarette, gum on the wall, stickers, dirty blanket

12 (31%)

Fauna
(excludes humans)

Fly, bees, birds, snakes, dogs

9 (23%)

People

Buddhists, girl, guy living in the back, kids, ice cream man

8 (21%)

Weather

Sky, sun, wind

7 (18%)

Rock/Mineral/ Water
(physical, natural
stuff)

Bay, sand, puddles

6 (15%)

Architecture
(including
landmarks)

Golden Gate Bridge, Marina, gazebo

5 (13%)

Banner, Exploratorium sign, caution tape, flag, writing on
sidewalk

21 (54%)

Holes in a Wall, Zephyr Trio, Aeolian Harp

19 (49%)

Ice cream, smell of food, maroon tarp

7 (18%)

Signs

+

Exhibits
Others

+

+

This is a new category.
* Though one man’s trash is another man’s treasure, we coded objects that we believed was once discarded, such as
dirty blankets, as litter.

•

In addition we asked visitors immediately after their walk what, if anything, they found
striking on the walk, and we looked again for the types of objects they mentioned.
−

Close to half of the visitors described the flora in the area. More than a third talked
about the infrastructure, including things like traffic and cars. See Table 2.

−

Again, a small minority mentioned things like light or wind.

−

Close to one third, however, found nothing of particular note during their walk.
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Table 2. Object Categories and Tally – Most Striking
Count

Object
Category

Examples

(out of 39
visitor groups)

Flora

trees, eucalyptus trees, tree stump, pines, detritus, redwoods,
cypress, evergreens,

18 (46%)

Infrastructure

doorway, buses, place where you keep the bikes, walls, cars,
fence, ramp, traffic sounds, pavement, buildings,

14 (36%)

Weather

Shade, wind

4 (10%)

Architecture

columns from the PFA

4 (10%)

Rock / Water

dry

1 (3%)

Litter/ Trash

-

0 (0%)

Fauna

-

0 (0%)

People

-

0 (0%)

Signs

flag [the Exploratorium banner on Lyon St.], signs

3 (8%)

Exhibits

Hole in a Wall, wind harps, weather vanes

3 (8%)

Nothing

N/A

•

12 (31%)

We also asked if they noticed anything that they were curious or wanted to find out more
about.
−

Table 3 categories visitors’ questions according to what they asked about. The
complete list of questions can be found in Appendix C and may be used as a basis for
developing exhibits that tap into visitor curiosity.

−

Most questions were questions of identification (e.g. what is that? What does it do?).
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Table 3. Object Categories and Tally –What visitors were curious about
Object
Category
Flora
9 visitors out
of 39 (23%)

Example Questions
Visitor1-Female, 17: I wondered about the flora.
Visitor4-Woman, 40s: Those trees, what kinds of tree are they?
Visitor14-Boy: That tree stump. About what the tree looked like before it
went down. And also the other tree, how the bark got stripped.
Visitor34-Girl: What are the smells? They smelled like trees, but I wanted to
know more about what kind.

Infrastructure

Visitor5: Woman: Just the big building. It makes you wonder what's inside.

10 visitors out
of 39 (26%)

Visitor7: Where the front of the building is!
Visitor24-W1: He [the boy] wanted to know why there was a foghorn.
Visitor39-M: notice the patterns on the wall. And why they closed the the
area. the construction.

Litter
5 visitors out
of 39 (13%)

Visitor8: I was curious about the stickers on the sign, who put them there and
why.
Visitor18-Boy 2: The garbage in the trees. How'd it get there?

Exhibits

Visitor28-M1: The wind thing. When does it make noise?

4 visitors out
of 39 (%)

Visitor30-W2: I wanted to know about that satellite dish. What's it used
for?

Signs

Visitor22: Woman: What was written on the banner?

2 visitors out
of 39 (10%)

Visitor24-W2: The writing on the sidewalk that said 'drop in science' or
something like that.

Fauna

Visitor38-W: I wondered why the pigeons were there because I didn't see any
food on the ground.

1 visitor out of
39 (3%)
Others
2 visitors out
of 39 (10%)

Visitor23-Woman: I'm curious about the [Exploratorium] move, how that's
going to work.
Visitor33-Man: The thing that most beaconed me was the colors.

Relationships
•

Table 4 lists the types of relationships visitors pointed out during their walk, with examples to
better illustrate each category.
−

About one-third of the visitors did not describe any relationships along the walk.
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−

About one-third noted a system relationship between objects or phenomena they
observed outside. One of the visitor goals for the Outdoor Exploratorium project is to
help visitors notice the interrelationships, or complexity, of outdoor phenomena, and this
result gives an indication of visitors’ baseline tendency to notice complex interactions
instead of isolated objects or phenomena.

−

In addition, 28% of the visitor groups noticed a relationship that we categorized under
‘History’, which includes observation of signs of past activity and change over time,
another noticing foci for our project.

−

Comparison of those visitors who were leaving and those who were arriving indicated no
significant difference in noticing relationships we coded for.

Table 4. Relationships noticed during the walk-along
Relationship
Category
Nothing
12 visitors out of
39 (31%)
Comparison
12 visitors out of
39 (31%)

Examples
-

Place to place
Visitor3-Girl: Why is there only a sidewalk on one side of the street?
Visitor3-Girl: It's kind off noisy here too, by the highway
Visitor12-Woman: The front of the building is better than the back because
we're stuck between the freeway and the building. It's good to have
nature around
Against norm
Visitor6-Woman: abnormal shape of the tree trunk
Visitor15-Man: there's lots of parking today
Visitor9: So few people today!
Against object in another place
Visitor7-Man:old-growth pine, it's a lot different than what we have in Denver
Visitor19-Man:I notice that your fire hydrants are white. In Nevada, they're
red
Visitor19-Man: I notice the growth you get on the coast. When you get over
the Sierras the weather is different.
Object to object
Visitor20-Woman: Just a bunch of trees, at least 6 different kinds
Visitor34-Girl: The trees are all shaped different
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Relationship
Category
System
relationship
12 visitors out of
39 (31%)

Examples
A relationship between 2 different objects
Visitor33-Man: the way the trees grow with the wind here
Visitor11-Man: sun coming through the trees
Visitor19-Man: I notice the growth you get on the coast. When you get over
the Sierras the weather is different.
Causal relationships
Visitor2- Man: smell of the buses is not nice, it ruins the view
Visitor12 -Woman: People have been walking around so there's no more grass
Visitor20-Girl1: Did they cut the tree because it was too close to the other
one?

Behavior

Something is doing something
Visitor10: Somebody is smoking a cigarette

11 visitors out of
39 (28%)

Visitor18-Boy1: People walking

History

Visitor33-Woman: Look at all the birds flying
Comparisons between then and now

11 visitors out of
39 (28%)

Visitor26-W: When was the last time it was paved here?

Visitor26-M: Not much changed since our last visit
Visitor14-Boy: The Exploratorium sign is different. I used to see arrows, now
it's different
Signs of the past
Visitor25-FT: Look- a pigeon walked on the wet cement. And a dog. And a
person.
Visitor33-Man: It looks like there was a fire there.
Visitor33-Woman: see the rings so we know how old it is
Visitor12-Woman: People have been walking around so there's no more grass
Personal history
Visitor23-Woman: I remember when those things [the wind vanes] went in

Identification

We did not code for this category because the core activity of the walk-along
involved pointing out objects visitors noticed which is a form of identification. What
visitors noticed (and identified) is coded with the ‘Object’ coding scheme.
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•

Furthermore, we asked visitors in the post-walk interview if they noticed anything that was
an example of change over time.
−

69% (27 out of 39) said that they did.

−

There was no significant difference between those visitors leaving and arriving in
noticing change over time.

−

Table 5 gives examples of ‘change over time’ that visitors mentioned during their
interviews according to object and gives a tally of the number of visitors who noted such
a change for each category. In our coding, we included conjectures and evidence of
change over time (e.g. trees grow, peeling paint indicating decay over time) and did not
restrict ourselves to directly observed change.

Table 5. Visitors’ noticing change over time (response to interview question)
Object
Category

Example

(out of 39)

Flora

Visitor4- Boy: Trees growing, pinecones growing.

16 visitors

Visitor8- Man: The overgrowth of the ivy on the fence.
Visitor14- Man: There were some pretty big old trees living lining the parking
areas, and there's been cultivation, cutting off branches.
Visitor21- The seasons-- the fact that some of the trees are deciduous trees.
Visitor31- Woman: Probably that wooden stump. It's so smooth, it's probably
been here a while.

Infrastructure
13 visitors

Visitor1: How the paint on the building was fading.
Visitor8- Woman: I'll bet there didn't used to be all the traffic.
Visitor17- Woman: No. Just general wear and tear on the fence.
Visitor25- M: And I can see you repaired the sidewalk.

Litter
2 visitors out
of 39

Visitor3- Girl: I would say... that thing on the tree! [referring to deflated balloon
on the tree]
Visitor9- Man: I think the parking lot is cleaner [than in past visits]

1 visitor

Visitor38- W: There being more people parked in the lot. [Huh?] Population
issues.

Weather

Visitor38- Man: It's cooler than when we went in.

People

1 visitor
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Object
Category

Example

(out of 39)
[no specific
category]
2 visitors
Nothing
12 visitors

−

Visitor12- Girl: I would say that things get older and break down.
Visitor19- Man: The landscape of San Francisco. I'd want to know what it looked
like before there was a city.
-

We note, however, there were no examples of change that visitors were able to observe
during their walk and there were only a few examples of change over time as observed
o

during their Exploratorium visit (2 visitors)
Visitor38- W: There being more people parked in the lot.
Visitor38- Man: It's cooler than when we went in.

o

between this and previous visits to the Exploratorium (5 visitors)
Visitor9- Man: no. I think the parking lot is cleaner [than in past visits]
Visitor16- I think how the building is deteriorating compared to when I grew up.
Visitor20- Woman: I don't think they used to have this parking here.
Visitor36- Woman: The parking. [Compared to] when you first had this place.
There's more parking.
Visitor37- Woman: the recycle bins in the parking lot, they didn't used to be there.

Did visitors make connections between the inside and the outside?
At the end of their walk, we asked the 18 visitors who had been inside the Exploratorium and
were on their way to their cars if they saw anything along the walk that reminded them of
something inside the Exploratorium.
•

Of these 18, only 5 mentioned any connection between the inside and outside:
Count

Connection between inside
and outside?

(out of 18)

Yes

5 (28%)

No

13 (72%)
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•

The 5 visitor groups mentioned the following connections:
−

Superficial similarities (similar look)
Visitor26- M: Maybe that art car. [parked in circular area in front of the entrance was an
old Nissan with North Carolina plates. It was covered in paint and stickers, all having to
do with science.]
Visitor27: The wind chimes. [What did they remind you of?] Nothing in particular, but it
was like an exhibit.
Visitor28-W: The sign with the hole in it made us thing of the exhibits in the sight area.
[What, specifically?] That there were things you had to look through.
Visitor34: The logos on the signs. They are like the ones inside.
Visitor36-Man: Some of the banners reminded me of the visual eye part. [What
specifically did they remind you of?] The doors that had the orange design.

−

Similar content/subject of inquiry
Visitor26-W: Do these trees have termites? [Later conversation determined that the
woman was referring to the termites in wood exhibit on the Mezz.]

What areas did visitors react positively/ negatively to?
We also coded visitors’ comments during their walk-along for positive and negative statements.
A positive statement indicates something that they liked, while a negative statement noted
something they did not like. We then plotted each group’s positive and negative statements on
a map and overlaid the 39 maps to look for areas with higher and lower concentrations of
positive and of negative statements. The composite map overlay is shown in Figure 1. This
analysis gives us a sense of which areas visitors might find appealing or interesting to explore
and which may be more unattractive to visitors.
•

The area across from the bike shed near the entrance of the Lair Lot was one of the prime
candidates for placing outdoor exhibits. Yet, this area garnered the most negative
comments compared to other areas of the walk.

•

There was no significant difference between those visitors leaving and arriving in the tally of
positive and negative remarks.

•

We looked in more detail at what visitors found positive or negative in different areas. To
aid analysis we separated the terrain into 7 different areas. Boundaries for each area were
defined according to a perceived boundary (e.g. an entrance to the Lair Lot, corners or
direction changes), a changed vista (heavy trees versus expansive view), and distance.
−

Note that in most cases there was no dominant reason visitors gave for finding a
particular area unattractive. However, a map of the type of objects visitors mentioned
suggests that Area 4, which visitors unappealing, was also the area where visitors
tended to point out litter.

−

In general, visitors found trees and greenery appealing.
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Figure 1. Visitors’ Positive and Negative Reactions to the Walk-along Area. The more saturated a
color, the larger the count of visitors. A red circle indicates a negative comment. A green circle indicates
a positive comment. Yellow areas, where red and green circles overlap, indicate a combination of
positive and negative comments.
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Table 6. What visitors found positive or negative according to area
Location
Area 1

Area 2

Positive / Negative

…about

(tally of visitor groups)

(tally of visitor comments)

Positive (0)

-

Negative (1)

Parking (1)

Positive (12)

Trees (7)
Other buildings – residential
houses (2)
Area, in general (1)

Negative (1)

Noise (1)

Positive (16)

Area 3
Negative (9)

Building wall (1)
Marina (1)

Trees (7)

Building wall (1)

Car (2)

Cement blocks (1)

Sign (2)

Parking (1)

Area, in general (1)

Puddles (1)

Noise (2)
Vegetation – shrubs and
untrimmed trees (2)
Confusing signs (1)

Fence (1)
Parking (1)
Sidewalk (1)

Electrical vault (1)
Positive (1)
Area 4

Negative (7)

Trees (1)
Area, in general (3)

Noise (1)

Confusing signs (1)

Sidewalk (1)

Litter (1)

Area 5

Positive (7)

Exhibit (1)

Smells (1)

Free parking (1)

Trees and leaves (3)

Ramps (1)
Negative
Positive (6)

Area 6
Negative (5)

Parking (1)
Architecture (1)

Leaves (1)

Exhibit (3)

Weather (1)

Traffic (1)

Fence (1)

Dumpsters (1)

Garbage (1)

Exhibit (1)
Area 7

Positive (1)

Area, in general (1)

Negative (3)

Building (2)
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Flies (1)

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
This study was conducted to collect baseline information about what visitors noticed outside the
Exploratorium, specifically the area between the Lair Lot and the entrance of our museum. With
their permission, we followed visitors as they walked between their cars and the front of the
Exploratorium and asked them to talk about what they noticed during their walk-along. We also
asked a few, short follow-up questions right after their walk. This study was conducted with
visitors arriving at the museum as well as leaving the museum. Because we only approached
visitors who were coming or going to their cars, these data do not in any way reflect the noticing
experiences of pedestrians or of visitors who parked elsewhere.
What visitors noticed in this area
Visitors were attuned to the built world (or infrastructure), with 95% of the groups mentioning
something from the category during their walk. A large percent (85%) of the visitors also
noticed flora, particularly the trees, in this area. Few visitors (less than 20%) noticed natural
phenomena, such as light and air and water, which were called out in the proposal. If thematic
content is to be largely determined by the site, then the most promising subject matters on this
site is the built world and the green world. We, however, also note that close to one-third of the
visitors did not find anything interesting during their walk. So, we have the additional challenge
of attracting and engaging visitors in an area that, at first blush, can appear humdrum to visitors.
Two noticing foci of this project involve helping visitors notice complexity, or the
interdependencies between objects and phenomena in the outdoors, and notice change over
time. As part of this study, we looked to see if visitors talked about relationships among objects
and phenomena instead of just isolated things. We found that a minority (one-third) of the
visitors described a relationship between objects and phenomena during their walk. On the
other hand, a majority (69%) of the visitors said during their post-walk interview that they noticed
an example of change over time. Examples visitors gave included questions they had about
how something they noticed changed over time as well as objects they considered evidence of
change over time (e.g. peeling paint). There were no examples of a change that a visitor
directly observed during their walk although some visitors compared what they saw during their
walk to what they saw on previous visits or earlier in the day.

Connecting the indoors with the outdoors
Forging connections between indoor exhibits and outdoor noticing is one of our visitor goals for
the Outdoor Exploratorium project. Because we interviewed visitors leaving as well as arriving,
we took the opportunity to ask those visitors who were leaving if anything along their walk
reminded them of what they experienced inside the Exploratorium. Of the 18 visitors we
interviewed, only 5 mentioned any connection between what they saw inside and their walkalong experience outside. Furthermore, only 1 visitor noticed something beyond superficial
similarities (e.g. similar signs or colors) between the inside and the outside. This finding
indicates that few visitors make any such connection currently and that a lot of effort will be
needed to make indoor-outdoor connections apparent to visitors.
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Furthermore, we compared what visitors arriving noticed and what visitors leaving noticed
according to whether they noticed different types of objects (e.g. flora, fauna, infrastructure),
and whether they noticed change over time or system relationships. We found no significant
difference between the two groups. This suggests that the experience indoors had no effect on
what visitors noticed outdoors, along these dimensions.
Positive and Negative Reactions to the Area
In earlier studies, we found that visitors were very reluctant to spend time in unappealing places.
Consequently, in this study we looked for positive and negative comments that visitors made
during their walk-along to try to identify appealing and unappealing areas outside the
Exploratorium.
We found that the area across from the bike shed near the entrance of the Lair Lot was a
negative area for visitors, although this very area has been suggested as a possible space for
placing our outdoor exhibits. Upon closer inspection, we found that visitors also tended to point
out litter in this area more than other areas. Alternatively, visitors were generally positive about
the greenery of the space and tended to be more positive the closer they were to the entrance.
Next Steps
This study provides baseline data on what visitors notice in the area immediately outside and
behind the Exploratorium. These data are useful in gauging the noticing tendencies of our
visitors before they encounter any outdoor exhibits that try to hone their noticing skills, and can
serve as a basis for comparison in the future to determine how and to what extent our outdoor
exhibits at the Exploratorium alter these tendencies.
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APPENDIX A: Map
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APPENDIX B: Interview Questions
1. Did you notice anything particularly striking on your walk? [Anything else?]
2. Did you notice anything that made you curious? [Probe: Was there anything you saw,
heard, smelled that you wanted to know more about?]
3. Was there anything you noticed that you would say is an example of ‘change over time’?
4. Was there anything you noticed but didn’t get a chance to say during our walk?
5.
a. Have you walked along that path before? YES NO
b. When was the last time you did?
c. Did you notice anything during this walk that you didn’t the last time you walked along
this path?
6. [If coming out] Did you see anything during this walk that reminded you of anything that you
saw inside the Exploratorium?
7. Was there anything about this walk that made you feel awkward or uncomfortable?
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APPENDIX C: Visitors’ Questions
Flora (9 visitors)
Visitor1-Female, 17: I wondered about the flora.
Visitor4-Woman, 40s: Those trees, what kinds of tree are they: [Answer: eucalyptus] I’d
like to know more about eucalyptus trees.
Visitor14-Boy: That tree stump. About what the tree looked like before it went down. And
also the other tree, how the bark got stripped.
Visitor17-Woman: Well, the Eucalyptus, about how they are not native to the area.
Visitor25-W: I wanted to know what the plants are on the side of the wall.
Visitor27-Man: The tree in front with the bulges? What kind of trees are they?
Visitor28-W: Those things in the trees [seed pods on the pine trees]
M1: The smell of the trees. What kind of trees are they?
Visitor32: The smell of the Eucalyptus. [That made you want to know more about
something?] Yeah, I guess. [What?] Oh, I don't know.
Visitor34-Girl: What are the smells? They smelled like trees, but I wanted to know more
about what kind.

Infrastructure (10 visitors)
Visitor1-Female, 17: What deliveries get dropped off at the door?
Male, 17: I wondered that too.
Visitor7: Where the front of the building is!
Visitor5-Woman: Just the big building. It makes you wonder what's inside.
Visitor21: Of the museum stuff, the shed and the free wood pile. What was in the shed?
Visitor3: Girl: I wanted to know more about the smell of smoke [from the buses?]
Visitor24-W1: He [the boy] wanted to know why there was a foghorn.
Visitor26-Woman: Why is that car up on that dirt?
Visitor33-Woman: I was wondering what the history of the building is.
Visitor36-Woman: the shed, what's it for?
Visitor39-m: notice the patterns on the wall. And why they closed the the area. the
construction.
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Litter (5 visitors)
Visitor6: The 'boat' -- the mysterious object in the bushes.
Visitor8: I was curious about the stickers on the sign, who put them there and why.
Visitor18-Boy 2: The garbage in the trees. How'd it get there?
Visitor19-Woman: The buried blanket. Why was it there?
Visitor36-Girl: The red thing behind the tree-- what was it?
Signs (2 visitors)
Visitor22-Woman: What was written on the banner?
Girl: I noticed [what the banner said.
Visitor24-W2: The writing on the sidewalk that said 'drop in science' or something like
that.
Exhibits (4 visitors)
Visitor23-Man: The wind vanes, I just liked looking at them.
Visitor28-M1: The wind thing. When does it make noise?
Visitor30-W2: I wanted to know about that satellite dish. What's it used for?
Visitor31-Woman: those things on the roof up there [Wind Harp].
Fauna (1 visitor)
Visitor38-W: I wondered why the pigeons were there because I didn't see any food on the
ground.
Others (2 visitors)
Visitor23-Woman: I'm curious about the [Exploratorium] move, how that's going to work.
Visitor33-Man: The thing that most beaconed me was the colors.
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APPENDIX D: Map of the Where Visitors Noticed Different Types of Objects
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